REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
To support personal mobility in the Internet environment, any solution must meet certain requirements:
s Adaptability. The new infrastructure must cooperate with existing servers without requiring modifications to them. The Internet community cannot accept any solution requiring software patches for the network daemons already running (and in wide use). s Transparency. Workable solutions cannot force users to change operational modes or perform any software management activity. The infrastructure must interoperate with existing applications or, if needed, provide users with transparent access to new applications. s Heterogeneity. The solution must be "seamless" rather than platform-specific.
Further, a basic requirement for a mobile infrastructure solution is accessibility. For example, let us call the user's personal computer the home station and any other machine he or she utilizes the host station. The home station's environment configuration must be available to the user while working at any host station. Standard Internet services are generally accessed by client applications like Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer. Two different approaches are possible for allowing a mobile user to access these applications from a host station:
s The application can be automatically reconfigured by the system with the user's personal settings. s A new application program, offering the same interface used in the home station, can be downloaded from application servers or the home station itself.
These solutions both meet our initial requirements as they work with unmodified Internet servers, involve operations that are transparent to the user, and are not platform-specific. We use both of these approaches in NetChaser.
PROPOSED APPROACH
NetChaser is composed of wrapper layers, added to each machine in the distributed system between the client or server and the network. The layers are composed of a set of cooperating agents, some of which are also mobile. We chose this architecture because agents implemented using a platform-independent language (for example, Java, Perl, or Tcl) can be easily integrated into existing systems on any machine. 4 Agents' cooperative behavior and autonomy can be used to distribute tasks between the client and server wrapper layers, which better utilizes network resources and reduces latency. Their active and proactive behaviors let agents adapt to variable network conditions as they attempt to consistently provide users with better service. Furthermore, they can "learn" user actions to assist in accessing information services.
Our approach requires adopting suitable servers to handle working files and user profile settings: file servers allow users to access working files from host stations, and user servers act as profile repositories and perform user authentication. At least one user server is necessary for each Internet domain. In a manner similar to the way the sendmail daemon delivers email messages, the NetChaser location protocol identifies the user server from the domain name. 5 Thus, a user profile can be accessed with a URL-style naming scheme, such as netchaser:user-name@domain-name. In such an environment, the user profile must include at least the following information: browser and the Internet, performing login processes, managing user profile downloads and uploads, and aiding the user in accessing information services. A user assistant is always active on each host station, while the other agents are activated after the user logs in to NetChaser. When the login request is issued, the user assistant analyzes the submitted URL and executes the authentication protocol by contacting the given domain's user server. It downloads the user profile from this server, configures the user's working environment, and then NetChaser presents a welcome Web page (see Figure 2 ). This page contains user-related information and a control panel for various activities, such as launching applications and controlling Web browsing. A different service assistant agent exists for each kind of service. The HTTP assistant and mail assistant both run on the proxy server nearest to the host station and maintain the working session status. Because they frequently interact with the user assistant, the links between these agents must be fast and reliable. Therefore, the proxy server these agents run on should be located in the same local network as the host station. On the other hand, to reduce file transfer times, FTP assistants should run on the file server where the required file is to be downloaded or uploaded.
ACCESSING SERVICES
After login, the user assistant and the service-specific assistants mediate access to Internet information services. They work together to provide more personalized access to the service.
Browsing Assistant
In NetChaser, Web browsing requires a doubleproxy architecture. Each HTTP request from the browser in the host station passes through the user assistant, which routes the request to the HTTP assistant, which in turn forwards it to the addressed Web server. The HTTP assistant thus helps Web browsing by maintaining control of HTTP traffic. Its autonomy allows the agent to automatically download Web pages linked to the page the user is reading and suggest which links to follow. As Lieberman shows, 6 this approach drastically reduces network latency in navigating hyperlinks.
The HTTP assistant's primary role, however, is to support personal mobility. It maintains all information on Web browsing session status, including a history of recently accessed URLs, cached copies of visited Web pages, and copies of cookies. When a user logs in to the NetChaser system from a new host station, the HTTP assistant moves to a proxy server closer to the new host station, taking with it Web browsing session status (see Figure 3) . This allows the user to pick up a session from where he or she left off. Cookies maintain the working session on Web servers, and the history enables use of the back and forward control panel buttons. Furthermore, the page cache continues to speed access to recently viewed pages in spite of the user's change in terminals.
The NetChaser model presents two main advantages over Netscape Navigator's roaming access support. Not only is it more transparent for the user because it does not require manual reconfiguration of the host station's browser, but the HTTP assistant also provides better service, performing context-sensitive assistance to the user's browsing activity. The architecture does, however, suggest performance and scalability problems. The double message-forwarding technique could degrade performance during Web browsing, for example. However, degradation is insignificant since the user assistant runs on the same machine as the browser, and the proxy server is located near the host station. We have observed negligible differences between browsing with NetChaser and browsing directly.
With regard to scalability, two main problems could arise with resource availability on the proxy servers. First, as the number of HTTP assistants increases, the total session status size-especially the page cache size-could reach several megabytes. Our solution is to share one large page cache between all the HTTP assistants on a machine. Each of these agents maintains only an index of which pages the user accesses. When an HTTP assistant migrates to a new proxy server it brings its index, and then just the pages missing from the new shared cache are transferred as well. Another possible resource availability problem could arise from inactive HTTP assistants' consuming operating system resources, including entries in the process table, memory, and swap space. We confront this problem using a least-active-agent removing algorithm. When OS resources are about to run out, the agent that has been inactive longest is destroyed; only a small part of the browsing session status (that is, history, cook- ies, and cache index) is sent to the user server, which updates the relevant user profile. When the user appears at another host station, the newly created HTTP assistant downloads the saved information from the user profile and resumes the Web session.
E-mail Assistant
E-mail client programs typically maintain one or more mailbox files on the local hard disk containing the messages sent to, or read from, the mail server. Thus, the local station and the mail server have complementary information: The former maintains the downloaded messages (old and new) and the sent ones, while the latter keeps (at least) the incoming mail not yet read by the user. To support personal mobility, the NetChaser mail server is a single repository-accessible from any station in the network-for all messages. NetChaser provides the user with an ad hoc mail reader, called NetMailer, which has a user interface similar to many existing mail readers. NetMailer is written entirely in Java and runs on any Javaenabled browser. The application is automatically downloaded and started on the host machine when the user clicks on the control panel's "e-mail" button, and provides a graphical user interface for reading, composing, and sending e-mail. It cooperates with the NetChaser mail assistant to help the user during e-mail operations. Since the mail assistant knows the user profile's mail settings, it can manage multiple users' mailboxes-retrieving both new and old messages to allow users to browse just like a traditional e-mail reader application.
Sliding download window. To improve efficiency and reduce wait times in message retrieval, we have designed the sliding download window algorithm. After the login phase, the mail assistant transfers a fixed number of new messages-the (configurable) window size-to a private cache. Only the message text is retrieved at first; attachments are downloaded if the user explicitly requests them. The mail assistant transfers cached messages to NetMailer, which makes them available to the user. As the user reads the loaded messages, the window adds messages one at a time, and, each time a message is transferred to NetMailer, the mail assistant retrieves a new message from the mail server. Once again, this technique aims to predict the user's future actions by making information available even before the user issues the request.
The same algorithm is started when the user selects a new folder or when the user scrolls up the current folder. This algorithm allows an e-mail session status to be defined by the sliding window's position in each folder as well as the messages cached by the mail assistant. The user can thus resume email activity after changing workstations, when the mail assistant is transferred to the new proxy server.
Context-sensitive help. The mail assistant cooperates with NetMailer to profile message relevance for the user by analyzing how the user handles each message (reading immediately; leaving unread, but not deleting; deleting after reading; deleting without reading; and so on). The mail assistant assigns each message an interest score based on the contents of the From and Subject fields. For example, if the user typically reads messages from a particular person or containing particular subject keywords before others, the mail assistant assigns a high score to these messages. When it downloads new mail, the agent lists the "most relevant" messages first. The profiling information the mail assistant generates becomes a part of the user profile, which is reused (and updated) each time the user changes host stations.
FTP Assistant
NetChaser allows mobile users to access FTP services and work with files in their storage areas on the file servers.
FTP services. To access FTP services, the user assistant contacts FTP assistants on each file server specified in the user profile. When the user issues a download request from the browser, the user assistant prompts three choices:
s Download the file to the local workstation to view it immediately. s Save the file on one of the user file servers to view it at a later date. at the current host station, but not after moving to another terminal. Once the user terminates the working session, the user assistant automatically removes the files and aborts any open FTP session.
In the second case, the user chooses a file server on which to store the file, and the corresponding FTP assistant is contacted to start the downloading process, which will continue even if the user migrates. From the new host station, the user can still open the FTP panel and check download status via the progress bar. If a network failure interrupts a file transfer, the FTP assistant performs an automatic retry using incremental downloading, if available at the FTP server. Fatal download errors are reported to the user via e-mail.
In the last option, the FTP assistant performs as described in the second case. It also redirects network traffic to the user assistant, which stores the file on the host station. Automatic retries on both sides ensure reliable downloading at both the file server and the host station.
Working files. The system's file manager application, NetFiler, controls user access to working files stored on the file servers. It not only enables typical file management operations, but also allows files to be processed using host station applications, such as Microsoft Word, Excel, and so on.
All file management operations require cooperation between NetFiler, the user assistant on the host station, and a set of specialized agents, called file server managers, which reside on the file servers. When a user wishes to work locally with a remote file, NetFiler copies the file to the host station's hard disk. To maintain consistency between remote and local copies, the user assistant periodically checks for modifications to the file and, if necessary, sends the updated information to the file server manager. To this end, we are evaluating two different approaches:
s using a logging/replay mechanism of the operations made on the files, 7, 8 and s checksumming the file by blocks and updating only the blocks modified.
These operations are made transparently; the user will always access a consistent version of the file from any host machine. To preserve the file's integrity, the remote updating of the file server is atomic: Modifications become persistent only when all the updated information is sent to the file server manager.
CONCLUSION
With NetChaser we want to help introduce personal mobility to wide environments. Through its use of software agents that can cooperate with existing applications, NetChaser is particularly suitable for integration into existing distributed systems. This system further demonstrates how agent technology is not only applicable as a middle layer for interoperability, but also as an infrastructure for providing personalized assistance to users. Our future work will deal with the intelligence of the involved agents. We will explore developing inference engines to enable the agents to adapt to the variable conditions of distributed environments, such as network and systems performances or users' needs. 
